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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
The purpose of this new users’ guide is to present the new human resources concepts needed to use the
new payroll and human resources management system effectively. This guide explains the pyramid structure (employee classes, position classes, single positions, pooled positions), key fields, changes made to
business processes and compensation forms, and required approvals and internal controls. You will also
find a description of the modifications affecting all University employees.
An up-to-date version of this guide is available in Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format on the Human Resources
Service (HRS) website. You can download a copy at any time by clicking on New HR concepts in the
“Fusion/ERP documentation” section.
You are invited to share your comments and questions with us. Please email lbouchar@uottawa.ca .

PDF forms and other documents of the Human
Resources Service
The purpose of this users’ guide is to help you understand the new structure of Banner. At several points,
the guide refers to documents and to payroll and human resources forms posted on the Human Resources
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PDF FORMS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS OF THE HUMAN RESOURCES SERVICE

Service (HRS) website. To access these forms and documents, go to the Human Resources Service home
page, and, in the menu on the left, select FORMS, as illustrated below.

Then choose “For administrators and managers” as seen here.
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PDF FORMS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS OF THE HUMAN RESOURCES SERVICE

The image below shows the elements at your disposal when you are completing a form or looking for information.

The next sections refer to a few elements appearing in the FORMS, QUICK ACCESS and the DOCUMENTATION, QUICK ACCESS columns.
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USERS’ RESPONSIBILITIES

The Human Resources Service (HRS) and the Payroll Service also use electronic forms to pay it's
employees. To access them, one must go to the HRS home page, click on Epaf Form from the Start section.

Users’ responsibilities
All University of Ottawa employees performing administrative duties have the following obligations,
namely to:
1)

respect the confidentiality of the information received in the performance of their duties and avoid
using it for personal purposes,

2)

maintain the confidentiality of their computer passwords and avoid disclosing them to anyone,
under any circumstances,

3)

only access the accounts assigned to them by the University and respect all related restrictions.
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PYRAMID CONCEPT

Pyramid concept

In Banner, the employee structure is based on a pyramid hierarchy. The elements defined in the upper level
cascade down to the lower levels and automatically complete the appropriate fields. This means that, when
employees are placed in positions in the Fusion system, they automatically inherit all the attributes of the
position class to which their position belongs, along with all the attributes of the employee class to which
their position class belongs and the attributes of the pay ID to which their employee class belongs. The
fields related to an employee’s job are automatically filled based on these attributes (there are some exceptions, which are described in another, more detailed users’ guide). The attributes specific to each employee
must nonetheless be entered.
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PAY_ID IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (PAY ID, PAYROLL ID)

PAY_ID identification number (Pay ID, Payroll
ID)
PAY_ID indicates how frequently an employee is paid. Since June 1, 2008, the University of Ottawa has
had two PAY_IDs. Regular and term employees are paid according to a semi-monthly schedule, while
casual employees are now paid every two weeks. An employee’s PAY_ID may thus be BW (pay every two
weeks) or SM (pay semi-monthly). The University has had to adopt two different payroll cycles because
the form for entering the time worked by casual staff accepts nothing other than a 14-consecutive-day
period.
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PAY_ID IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (PAY ID, PAYROLL ID)

Some of the forms in Banner require the PAY_ID to be entered. This is the case with the PHATIME time
entry form in Banner, which appears below.
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EMPLOYEE CLASS (OR ECLASS)

Using FastHR, it is possible to extract a list of employees paid through a specific PAY_ID, as shown below.

Employee class (or ECLASS)
An employee class is a grouping of employees with similar attributes such as their social benefit category
(set of deductions, e.g. full benefits, no benefits, etc.), leave category (annual leave accumulation is deter-
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EMPLOYEE CLASS (OR ECLASS)

mined here), annual salary or hourly rate, union affiliation, working hours, etc. Approximately 45
employee classes have been set up in Banner.
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EMPLOYEE CLASS (OR ECLASS)

The employees belonging to the Employee Class 5A (casual employees) are paid every two weeks, they have
a BW Pay_ID. All other employee classes are paid twice per month, they have SM Pay_ID as illustrated
below.

The employee classes serve to distinguish between the various groups making up the University of
Ottawa’s work force.
The complete list of ECLASSes and PCLASSes can be found in the section titled “Complete list of Eclasses
and Pclasses” of this user manual. You fill find it after the section titled “Position class (or PCLASS)”.
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EMPLOYEE CLASS (OR ECLASS)

The full ECLASS and PCLASS list, with definitions, is posted on the Human Resources Service website at
http://www.hr.uottawa.ca/files/erp/guide/E-class-P-class_definitions_User_Guide_v3.pdf, in the “Fusion
Guides” section under the heading “all guides,” as illustrated below.

Employee class is included on most of the forms used to manage payroll and human resources.
Employee class is also used to produce reports targeting the University’s various employee groups.
The first character in an employee class (ECLASS) code indicates the type of employee.
1)

An ECLASS starting with 1 indicates that an employee is part of the teaching staff (academic).

2)

An ECLASS starting with 2 indicates that an employee is part of the administrative staff (support).

3)

An ECLASS starting with 3 indicates that an employee is a student.

4)

An ECLASS starting with 4 indicates that an employee is retired or on long-term disability.
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EMPLOYEE CLASS (OR ECLASS)

5)

An ECLASS starting with 5 indicates that an employee is either casual or paid through professional
fees, an employee with a paymaster agreement, or another type of employee.

What is employee class used for? It may, for example, be used to extract specific data in FastHR, as shown
below.

Employee class must be indicated on the various payroll management forms. For example, when address
labels or email address lists are needed to send correspondence to a specific employee group, a label request
form must be completed, and employee classes are used to indicate who is to receive the correspondence
in question.
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EMPLOYEE CLASS (OR ECLASS)

The following image shows a section of the label request form

It is necessary to indicate the employee class on the EPAF form when an employee to be paid by multiple
payrolls is hired, as shown below.
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POSITION CLASS (OR PCLASS)

Position class (or PCLASS)
A position class is a grouping of positions created to generate various reports. There are approximately 180
position classes in Banner; here are a few examples.

Pclass and definition
11100 Professor APUO
14940 Mgt PROF-Adm.Suppl. PIPS
21100 Reg Like Prof APUO
37110 LTD Academic Staff
41013 1Time Pay-Lecturer Non-APTPUO
46500 Work Study-Time Sheet
NP001 Non-Paid

You will find the complete list of PCLASS in the section titled “Complete list of Eclasses and Pclasses”
following this section.
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POSITION CLASS (OR PCLASS)

Several of the forms used for payroll and human resources management require the position class to be
entered or selected. This is the case for the EPAF form, on which the PCLASS code must be selected in
order to determine the pooled position number, as the following image shows.

However, other forms, such as the SPAF form, require you to enter the PCLASS code.

The position class numbers are created based on the following system.
The first number indicates whether a position is regular, term, casual, etc.
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POSITION CLASS (OR PCLASS)

First character

Significance

Example

1

Regular

14220 Management And Prof. SSUO 2080

2

Regular-like

21100 Reg Like Prof APUO

3

Term

34320 Term Admin. Support SSUO 1885

4

Casual

41010 Casual General Academic

NP

Non-paid

NP001 Non-Paid

The second number indicates the type of position:

Second character

Significance

The second number indicates the type of position

1

Professors

11100 Professor APUO

2

Librarians

12100 Librarian APUO

3

Consellors

13100 Counsellor APUO

4

Support

Term Admin. Support SSUO 1885

5

Cupe

35010 Ugrad-T.A.-Dem.-Lab Mon.-CUPE

6

Other students

36500 Work Study-Term

7

Others

37212 Early Retired Support Staff

Depending on the situation, the third number will indicate whether a position is “academic” or “support”
(if the second number, which indicates the class, is a 7). If the third number is a 9, the position is an administrative supplement.

Third
character

Significance

Example

7

7 in the second position + 1 in the third position =
academic position

37112 Early Retired Academic Staff

7

7 in the second position + 2 in third position =
support position

37212 Early Retired Support Staff

9

9 in the third position = administrative supplement

31900 Term Acad.Addl Teaching APUO

The other numbers have no particular significance.
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POSITION CLASS (OR PCLASS)

What purpose does position class serve? Position class is used to create pooled positions. The following
image contains the list of pooled positions.
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POSITION CLASS (OR PCLASS)

Position class is also used to determine the salary account for a position in the FOAP. The following image
was taken from the concordance tables, which contain the list of valid salary tables as well as other information.
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COMPLETE LIST OF ECLASSES AND PCLASSES

On some payroll forms, it is also necessary to indicate the position class that a newly hired employee
belongs to, as the following image illustrates.

Complete list of Eclasses and Pclasses
This document provides brief definitions of each employee class and position class. It is to be used as a
guideline only. The official definitions are contained in the various collective agreements and University
policies.If you are unclear about a definition, please contact Human Resources at ext. 5832.
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COMPLETE LIST OF ECLASSES AND PCLASSES

Code

Titre

Description

1A

Regular Academic - APUO

Members of the University's regular academic staff, as defined in the APUO
Collective Agreement.

11100

Professor APUO

Persons holding a regular appointment (tenure-track or tenured) on a
half-time or greater basis at the University with the rank of lecturer,
assistant, associate or full professor, for whom at least 50% of salary and
benefits come from the University of Ottawa's regular budget.

11110

Language Teacher APUO

A person appointed at the University, at the Official Languages and
Bilingualism Institute, as a language teacher in ranks I, II, III, IV
(tenure-track or tenured), for whom at least 50% of salary and benefits
come from the University of Ottawa's regular budget.

11910

Assist.-Assoc. Vice-Dean
APUO

Administrative Supplement for Assistant-Dean, Associate-Dean or
Vice-Dean of a Faculty, or Secretary (member of APUO).

11920

Acad.Dir./Chair.(Dept)
APUO

Academic Director or Chair of a University Department, who also holds a
regular APUO position with the University.

11930

Acad.Dir./(Program) APUO

Academic Director of a program, who also holds a regular APUO position
with the University.

11940

Other Academic Admin.
Duties

Members of the University's regular academic staff who are attributed
additional academic administrative duties, other than those included in
position classes 11910, 11920 and 11930.

13100

Counsellor APUO

A person appointed at the University, in the Student Academic Success
Service (SASS), as a professional counsellor (this category should not be
used before consulting Human Resources).

21100

Reg Like Prof APUO

Professor with a professorial rank who holds the same attributes as an
APUO professor (same benefits, etc.) but who is not paid out of operating
funds and has an appointment for a definite term.

21130

Reg Like Repl Prof APUO

A professor appointed as a replacement professor, with a professorial rank,
in an academic unit for the purpose of:a. Replacing one or more regular
faculty members who are temporarily absent by virtue of sabbatical or other
leave, or secondment;b. Filling temporarily a vacant position which, for
good academic reasons, cannot currently be filled on a regular basis;c.
staffing temporarily during the initial 3 academic years following Senate
approval of a new program;d. replacing one or more regular faculty
members who are temporarily absent by virtue of secondment to
administrative positions.

21140

Reg Like Teaching Associate

Person appointed through a special limited-term appointment (with an end
date of June 30, 2013 at the latest), as per an APUO Letter of
Understanding, in the faculties of Health Sciences, Telfer School of
Management or SITE.
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COMPLETE LIST OF ECLASSES AND PCLASSES

Code

Titre

Description

21900

Reg Like Prof Other
Ac.Duties

Regular-like professors who are attributed additional academic
administrative duties.

1B

Regular Academic - Non
APUO

Members of the University's regular academic staff who hold an
administrative union exclusion, as defined in the APUO Collective
Agreement.

11101

Professor Non-APUO

Regular Professors who have an administrative union exclusion.

11111

Language Teacher
Non-APUO

Regular language teachers who have an administrative union exclusion.

11900

Dean

Administrative Supplement for a Dean of a Faculty.

11911

Assist.-Assoc. Dean
NON-APUO

Administrative Supplement for Assistant-Dean or Associate-Dean of a
Faculty who is not a member of APUO.

11921

Acad.Dir./Chair.(Dept)NonAPUO

Academic Director or Chair of a University Department, who also holds a
regular position with the University and who either has an administrative
union exclusion or is not a regular APUO member.

11931

Acad.Dir./(Program)
Non-APUO

Academic Director of a program, who also holds a regular position with the
University and who either has an administrative union exclusion or is not a
regular APUO member.

13101

Counsellor Non-APUO

Counsellor who has an administrative union exclusion.

21101

Reg Like Prof Non-APUO

Professor who holds the same attributes as a non-APUO Professor (same
benefits and exclusions, etc.) but who is not paid out of operating funds and
has an appointment for a definite term.

21111

Reg Like Lang Teacher
Non-APUO

Language teacher who holds the same attributes as an non-APUO
Language teacher (same benefits and exclusions, etc.) but who is not paid
out of operating funds and has an appointment for a definite term.

21131

Reg Like Repl Prof
Non-APUO

Replacement Professor who holds the same attributes as a Regular-Like
Replacement Professor APUO (same benefits, etc.) but who is not paid out
of operating funds, has an appointment for a definite term and has an
administrative exclusion from APUO. This should not be used before
contacting Human Resources.

21170

Reg Like Scientist Non
APUO

An academic faculty member with a Ph.D. in clinical or basic science
departments who receives a salary commensurate for rank, which is flowed
through the University budget. Is eligible for full benefits.

1C

Term Academic - APUO

Members of the academic staff who hold a term appointment, as per the
APUO collective agreement.

31100

Term Professor APUO

Persons holding a term appointment on a half-time or greater basis at the
University with the rank of lecturer, assistant, associate or full professor and
who is not paid out of operating funds.
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COMPLETE LIST OF ECLASSES AND PCLASSES

Code

Titre

Description

31110

Term Lang.Teacher APUO

Persons holding a term appointment at the University, at the Official
Languages and Bilingualism Institute, as a language teacher, and who is not
paid out of operating funds.

31170

Term Sessional Lecturer
APUO

A person appointed at the University for the purpose of teaching, or
participating substantially in the teaching of, particular regular courses and
employed under the terms of a contract not exceeding 8 months' duration
(17.5.1.1). Applies only for Faculty of Law.

31190

Term Research Fellow
APUO

A person appointed as research fellow with or without professorial rank for
the purpose of carrying out research and teaching, with workload subject to
limits imposed by the relevant granting agency (17.2.5). Conditions under
3.1 of APUO collective agreement must also be met.

31500

Canada Research
Chair-Tier1

Professor seconded to a Canada Research Chair appointment - Tier 1.

31501

Canada Research
Chair-Tier2

Professor seconded to a Canada Research Chair appointment - Tier 2.

31900

Term Acad.Addl Teaching
APUO

Courses taught by professors which are over and above their regular
workload, as per 22.2.5.

31910

Term Other Acad.
Admin.Duties

Persons holding a term appointment with the University who are attributed
additional academic administrative duties.

31915

Bonus Canada Research
Chair

Bonus component of a Canada Research Chair's remuneration.

33100

Term Counsellor APUO

Persons holding a temporary appointment with the University, in the
Student Academic Success Service (SASS), as a professional counsellor. This
category is not to be used unless approved by Human Resources, Academic
labour relations sector.

1D

Term Academic - Non
Union

Members of the academic staff who hold a term appointment and who are
not covered by the APUO collective agreement.

31101

Term Professor Non-APUO

Professor holding a term appointment with the University who receives a
salary commensurate for rank, which may be flowed through the University
but where generally the source of funds is other than from the University
budget.

31111

Term Lang.Teacher
Non-APUO

Language Teacher holding a term appointment with the University who
receives a salary commensurate for rank, which may be flowed through the
University but where generally the source of funds is other than from the
University budget.

31140

Term Scientist Non-APUO

Persons holding a term appointment with the University, with a Ph.D. in
clinical or basic science departments who receives a salary commensurate
for rank, and where the source of funds is other than from the University
budget.
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COMPLETE LIST OF ECLASSES AND PCLASSES

Code

Titre

Description

31151

Term Visiting Teaching
(paid)

a. The appointee is a recognized scholar or artist whose presence will
enhance the breadth or quality of the University's teaching activities;b. The
appointee holds a continuing appointment, or has established a career,
outside the University of Ottawa, or has retired.c. The appointee is paid.

31161

Term Visiting Research
(paid)

a. The appointee is a recognized scholar or artist whose presence will
enhance the breadth or quality of the University's research activities;b. The
appointee holds a continuing appointment, or has established a career,
outside the University of Ottawa, or has retired.c. The appointee is paid.

31191

Term Research Fellow
Non-APUO

A person appointed as research fellow with or without professorial rank for
the purpose of carrying out research and teaching, with workload subject to
limits imposed by the relevant granting agency (17.2.5). If the Research
Fellow is also a clinician, they would then be non-APUO.

31402

Lecturer Non-APTPUO

Part-time professor who is not eligible for membership in APTPUO
because already occupying an administrative position within the University,
that carries teaching responsibilities within the regular position at the
University.

31412

Lang. Teacher
Non-APTPUO

Part-time language teacher who is not eligible for membership in APTPUO
because already occupying an administrative position within the University
that carries teaching responsibilities within the regular position at the
University.

31422

Term Non Union-Applied
Theory

APTPUO-exempt members having full responsibility for laboratory work
where no CUPE member has been found.

31503

Other Research Chair

Research chairs established by the University to encourage outstanding
sustained accomplishments.

31911

TermOth.Acad.Ad.Duties
N-APUO

Non-APUO members holding a term appointment with the University who
are attributed additional academic administrative duties.

33101

Term Counsellor
Non-APUO

A person appointed at the University, in the Student Academic Success
Service (SASS), as a professional counsellor and for whom less than 50% of
salary is paid from operating budget. Approval must be obtained from
Human Resources before using this category.

36100

Lecturer Non-APTPUO
Student

Part-time student lecturer who is not eligible for membership in APTPUO
because already occupying an administrative position within the University.

36110

Lang. Teach Non-APTPUO
Student

Part-time student language teacher who is not eligible for membership in
APTPUO because already occupying an administrative position within the
University.

1E

APTPUO

Part-time members of the academic staff, as per the APTPUO collective
agreement.
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COMPLETE LIST OF ECLASSES AND PCLASSES

Code

Titre

Description

31400

Lecturer - APTPUO

Individuals who are not registered as full-time graduate students at the
University of Ottawa and who perform bargaining unit work under the
APTPUO collective agreement.

31401

Lecturer- APTPUO Student

Individuals who are registered as full-time graduate students at the
University of Ottawa and who perform bargaining unit work under the
APTPUO collective agreement.

31410

Lang. Teacher APTPUO

Language teachers who are not registered as full-time graduate students at
the University of Ottawa and who perform bargaining unit work under the
APTPUO collective agreement.

31411

Lang. Teacher APTPUO
Student

Language teachers who are registered as full-time graduate students at the
University of Ottawa and who perform bargaining unit work.

31420

APTPUO-Applied Theory

APTPUO members having full responsibility for laboratory work where no
CUPE member has been found.

1F

Post Doc

A postdoctoral fellow has to meet the following criteria: the appointee was
recently (within five years) awarded a PhD or the equivalent; the
appointment is temporary;the appointment involves substantial full-time
research or scholarship;the appointment is viewed as preparatory for a
full-time academic and/or research career;the appointee works under the
supervision of a faculty mentor at the University or one of its affiliated
institutes;the appointee has the freedom, and is expected, to publish the
results of his or her research or scholarship during the period of the
appointment.The appointee must be registered with the FGPS.

31300

Term Post-Doctoral Fellow
Can

Canadian Resident paid by an external source of funding.

31301

Post-Doctoral Assistant Can

There exists an employer/employee relationship; the employee is supervised
by a professor; the relationship is defined by an employment contract;
hiring is done through a SPAF form; Canadian Resident, paid by the
University of Ottawa.

31310

Term Post-Doctoral Fellow
Visa

Non-Canadian paid by an external source of funding.

31311

Post-Doctoral Assistant Visa

There exists an employer/employee relationship; the employee is supervised
by a professor; the relationship is defined by an employment contract;
hiring is done through a SPAF form; Non-Canadian, paid by the University
of Ottawa.
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COMPLETE LIST OF ECLASSES AND PCLASSES

Code

Titre

Description

1G

GFT Regular

(Geographic Full Time) Clinical faculty member with an M.D. degree who
holds a full-time appointment in the Faculty of Medicine under a tripartite
agreement (between the physician, the physician's base hospital and the
University). - GFT A: A GFT who receives a salary commensurate with
rank from the University budget with full University benefits. (No GFT A
appointments created since 1996.)- GFT B: A GFT who receives a salary
commensurate with rank, which is flowed through the University. In
general, the source of funds is other than from the University budget.

11120

GFT

(Geographic Full Time) Clinical faculty member with an M.D. degree who
holds a full-time appointment in the Faculty of Medicine under a tripartite
agreement (between the physician, the physician's base hospital and the
University). - GFT A: A GFT who receives a salary commensurate with
rank from the University budget with full University benefits. (No GFT A
appointments created since 1996.)- GFT B: A GFT who receives a salary
commensurate with rank, which is flowed through the University. In
general, the source of funds is other than from the University budget.

11950

Academic. Adm. Duties
GFT

A GFT A or B who takes on additional academic administrative duties.

1H

GFT Term

(Geographic Full Time) Clinical faculty member with an M.D. degree who
holds a term appointment in the Faculty of Medicine under a tripartite
agreement (between the physician, the physician's base hospital and the
University).

31120

Term GFT

(Geographic Full Time) Clinical faculty member with an M.D. degree who
holds a term appointment in the Faculty of Medicine under a tripartite
agreement (between the physician, the physician's base hospital and the
University).

31920

Acad. Admin. Duties Term
GFT

A Term GFT who takes on additional academic administrative duties.

1J

Clinicians

A part-time clinical faculty member, either paid or unpaid, who contributes
to the Faculty of Medicine's mission and has an agreement with the
University.

31130

Term Clinicians

Clinicians that are paid for their contribution.

31131

Clinicians Unpaid

Clinicians that are unpaid for their contribution.

1K

Research Associates

Research associates are researchers who are paid by research grants or
contracts to work in collaboration with a professor at the University of
Ottawa, within a faculty, an affiliated research centre or an institute. They
are not permanent employees because their continued employment
depends on continuing support from research grants or contracts. They
hold a PhD degree or an equivalent qualification (MD) that would be
appropriate for appointment as an assistant professor. They normally have
more than two years of post-PhD research experience; that is, they have had
at least two years of experience as postdoctoral fellows or the equivalent.
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COMPLETE LIST OF ECLASSES AND PCLASSES

Code

Titre

Description

31200

Term Research Associate

Research associates are researchers who are paid by research grants or
contracts to work in collaboration with a professor at the University of
Ottawa, within a faculty, an affiliated research centre or an institute. They
are not permanent employees because their continued employment
depends on continuing support from research grants or contracts. They
hold a PhD degree or an equivalent qualification (MD) that would be
appropriate for appointment as an assistant professor. They normally have
more than two years of post-PhD research experience; that is, they have had
at least two years of experience as postdoctoral fellows or the equivalent.

1L

Librarians APUO (Reg)

A person appointed by the University as a librarian.

12100

Librarian APUO

A person appointed by the University as a librarian, ranks I to V, in a regular
position.

1M

Librarians NON APUO
(Reg)

Librarians who are excluded as per the APUO Collective Agreement.

12101

Librarian Non-APUO

Librarians who are excluded as per the APUO Collective Agreement.

1O

Librarians APUO (Term)

Persons appointed in a term position as a librarian.

32100

Term Librarian APUO

Persons appointed in a term position as a librarian, e.g. replacement
librarian.

32150

Acting Pay Librarians
APUO

Acting pay for librarians.

1P

Librarians NON APUO
(Term)

Term librarians who are excluded as per the APUO Collective Agreement.

32101

Term Librarian Non-APUO

Term librarians who are excluded as per the APUO Collective Agreement,
e.g. visiting librarians, part-time librarians (less than 18 hours per week).

32151

Acting Pay Librarians NON
APUO

Acting pay for librarians who are excluded as per the APUO Collective
Agreement.

2A

Executive

Members of the University's executive personnel (President,
Vice-Presidents, Associate-Vice-Presidents, Secretary, Legal Counsel,
Director, Pension fund, and such other positions).

14100

Executive

Members of the University's executive personnel (President,
Vice-Presidents, Associate-Vice-Presidents Secretary, Legal Counsel,
Director, Pension fund, and such other positions).

14900

Executive - Adm.
Supplement

Administrative supplement received by members of the Executive.

2B

Support SSUO (reg) 1820

Members of the SSUO with positions of an average of 35 hours per week
(1820 hours per year).
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Code

Titre

Description

14140

Support SSUO (reg) 1820

Members of the SSUO with positions of an average of 35 hours per week
(1820 hours per year).

14910

Mgt PROF -Adm.
Suppl.SSUO 1820

Administrative supplement for members of the SSUO with positions of an
average of 35 hours per week (1820 hours per year).

2C

Support SSUO (reg) 2080

Members of the SSUO with positions of an average of 40 hours per week
(2080 hours per year).

14240

Support SSUO (reg) 2080

Members of the SSUO with positions of an average of 40 hours per week
(2080 hours per year).

14920

Mgt
PROF-Adm.Suppl.SSUO
2080

Administrative supplement for members of the SSUO with positions of an
average of 40 hours per week (2080 hours per year).

2D

Support SSUO (reg) 1885

Members of SSUO with positions of an average of 36.25 hours per week
(1885 hours per year).

14330

Support SSUO (reg) 1885

Members of SSUO with positions of an average of 36.25 hours per week
(1885 hours per year).

14930

Mgt PROF-Adm.Suppl.
SSUO 1885

Administrative supplement for members of the SSUO with positions of an
average of 35 hours per week (1820 hours per year).

2E

Support PIPS (reg) 1820

Members of PIPS with positions of an average of 35 hours per week (1820
hours per year).

14440

Support PIPS (reg) 1820

Members of PIPS with positions of an average of 35 hours per week (1820
hours per year).

14940

Mgt PROF-Adm.Suppl.
PIPS

Administrative Supplement for members of PIPS who work an average of
35 hours per week (1820 hours per year).

2F

Support Non Union (reg)
1820

Non-unionized University support staff members with positions of an
average of 35 hours per week (1820 hours per year).

14141

Support Non Union (reg)
1820

Non-unionized University support staff members with positions of an
average of 35 hours per week (1820 hours per year).

14911

MgtPROF-Adm.Suppl.Non
Union1820

Administrative Supplement for non-unionized University support staff
members with positions of an average of 35 hours per week (1820 hours per
year).

2G

Support Non Union (reg)
2080

Non-unionized University support staff members with positions of an
average of 40 hours per week (2080 hours per year).

14241

Support Non Union (reg)
2080

Non-unionized University support staff members with positions of an
average of 40 hours per week (2080 hours per year).
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14921

MgtPROF-Adm.Suppl.Non
Union2080

Administrative Supplement for non-unionized University support staff
members with positions of an average of 40 hours per week (2080 hours per
year).

2H

Support SSUO (term) 1820

Term members of SSUO who work an average of 35 hours per week (1820
hours per year).

34170

Soutien PSUO (terme) 182

Term members of SSUO who work an average of 35 hours per week (1820
hours per year).

34150

Acting Pay SSUO 1820

Acting pay for term members of SSUO who work an average of 35 hours
per week (1820 hours per year).

2I

Support SSUO (term) 2080

Term members of SSUO who work an average of 40 hours per week (2080
hours per year).

34230

Support SSUO (term) 2080

Term members of SSUO who work an average of 40 hours per week (2080
hours per year).

34250

Acting Pay SSUO 2080

Acting pay for term members of SSUO who work an average of 40 hours
per week (2080 hours per year).

2J

Support SSUO (term) 1885

Term members of SSUO who work an average of 40 hours per week (2080
hours per year).

34330

Support SSUO (term) 1885

Term members of SSUO who work an average of 36.25 hours per week
(1885 hours per year).

34350

Acting Pay SSUO 1885

Acting pay for term members of SSUO who work an average of 36.25 hours
per week (1885 hours per year).

2K

Support PIPS (term) 1820

Term members of PIPS who work an average of 35 hours per week (1820
hours per year).

34440

Support PIPS (term) 1820

Term members of PIPS who work an average of 35 hours per week (1820
hours per year).

34450

Acting Pay PIPS

Acting pay for term members of PIPS who work an average of 35 hours per
week (1820 hours per year).

2L

Admin Support Non Union
(term) 1820

Non-unionized University term support staff members who work an
average of 35 hours per week (1820 hours per year).

34136

Support Non Union-student
1820

Non-unionized University student support staff members who work an
average of 35 hours per week (1820 hours per year).

34142

TermGenSupp Non
Un.-15hrs/wk

Non-unionized University term support staff members (General support
work) who work less than 15 hours per week.

34151

Acting Pay Non Union 1820

Acting pay for non-unionized University term support staff members who
work an average of 35 hours per week (1820 hours per year).
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34172

Term non-union-ops 1820

Non-unionized University term support staff members who are paid out of
operating funds and work an average of 35 hours per week (1820 hours per
year).

34173

Term non-union-grants
1820

Non-unionized University term support staff members who are paid from
grants or external contracts and work an average of 35 hours per week
(1820 hours per year).

34174

Term leading to SSUO 1820

Non-unionized University term support staff members who are hired in a
position leading to SSUO unionization and work an average of 35 hours per
week (1820 hours per year).

34175

Term leading to PIPS 1820

Non-unionized University term support staff members who are hired in a
position leading to PIPS unionization and work an average of 35 hours per
week (1820 hours per year).

2M

Admin Support Non Union
(term) 2080

Non-unionized University term support staff members who work an
average of 40 hours per week (2080 hours per year).

34236

Support Non Union-student
2080

Non-unionized University student support staff members who work an
average of 40 hours per week (2080 hours per year).

34251

Acting Pay Non Union 2080

Acting pay for non-unionized University term support staff members who
work an average of 40 hours per week (2080 hours per year).

34232

Term non-union-ops 2080

Non-unionized University term support staff members who are paid out of
operating funds and work an average of 40 hours per week (2080 hours per
year).

34233

Term non-union-grants
2080

Non-unionized University term support staff members who are paid from
grants or external contracts and work an average of 40 hours per week
(2080 hours per year).

34234

Term leading to SSUO 2080

Non-unionized University term support staff members who are hired in a
position leading to SSUO unionization and work an average of 40 hours per
week (2080 hours per year).

34235

Term leading to PIPS 2080

Non-unionized University term support staff members who are hired in a
position leading to PIPS unionization and work an average of 40 hours per
week (2080 hours per year).

2N

Power Plant (772A) (Reg)

Regular members of 772B.

14500

Power Plant

Regular members of 772A.

2O

Trades (772B) (Reg)

Regular members of 772B.

14600

Trades

Regular members of 772B.

2P

Power Plant (772A) (Term)

Term members of 772A.
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34500

Term Power Plant

Term members of 772A.

2Q

Trades (772B) (Term)

Term members of 772B.

34600

Term Trades

Term members of 772B.

3A

CUPE Students

Students covered by the CUPE collective agreement.

35010

Ugrad-T.A.-Dem.-Lab
Mon.-CUPE

Undergraduate student working as a Teaching Assistant, Demonstrator or
Lab Monitor as per CUPE collective agreement.

35011

Ugrad-Corrector-CUPE

Undergraduate student working as a Corrector as per CUPE collective
agreement.

35012

Ugrad-Tutor-CUPE

Undergraduate student working as a Tutor as per CUPE collective
agreement.

35013

Ugrad-Proctor-CUPE

Undergraduate student working as a Proctor as per CUPE collective
agreement.

35014

Ugrad-Research
Asst-Can-CUPE

Undergraduate Canadian student working as a Research Assistant as per
CUPE collective agreement, paid from operating funds.

35015

Ugrad-Research
Asst-Visa-CUPE

Undergraduate non-resident student working as a Research Assistant as per
CUPE collective agreement, paid from operating funds.

35017

Masters-T.A.-Dem.-LabMo
n.-CUPE

Masters student working as a Teaching Assistant, Demonstrator or Lab
Monitor as per CUPE collective agreement.

35018

Masters-Corrector-CUPE

Masters student working as a Corrector as per CUPE collective agreement.

35019

Masters-Tutor-CUPE

Masters student working as a Tutor as per CUPE collective agreement.

35020

Masters-Proctor-CUPE

Masters student working as a Proctor as per CUPE collective agreement.

35021

Masters-Res.
Asst-Can-CUPE

Masters Canadian student working as a Research Assistant as per CUPE
collective agreement, paid from operating funds.

35022

Masters-Res.
Asst-Visa-CUPE

Masters non-resident student working as a Research Assistant as per CUPE
collective agreement, paid from operating funds.

35023

Doc-T.A.-Dem.-Lab
Mon.-CUPE

Doctorate student working as a Teaching Assistant, Demonstrator or Lab
Monitor as per CUPE collective agreement.

35024

Doc-Corrector-CUPE

Doctorate student working as a Corrector as per CUPE collective
agreement.

35025

Doc-Tutor-CUPE

Doctorate student working as a Tutor as per CUPE collective agreement.

35026

Doc-Proctor-CUPE

Doctorate student working as a Proctor as per CUPE collective agreement.
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35027

Doc-Research
Asst-Can-CUPE

Doctorate Canadian student working as a Research Assistant as per CUPE
collective agreement, paid from operating funds.

35028

Doc-Research
Asst-Visa-CUPE

Doctorate non-Canadian student working as a Research Assistant as per
CUPE collective agreement, paid from operating funds.

3B

CUPE Non Students

Non-students hired to fill a CUPE position, as per article 6.1 of the CUPE
collective agreement.

35016

Ugrad-Non-Student-CUPE

Non-students who hold an undergraduate degree and who are hired to fill
any CUPE position.

35029

Gr-NonSt-T.A.-Dem-LabM
on.-CUPE

Non-students who hold a graduate degree and who are hired to fill a CUPE
Teaching Assistant, Demonstrator or Tutor position.

35030

Grad
Non-StudentCorrector-CU
PE

Non-students who hold a graduate degree and who are hired to fill a CUPE
Corrector position.

35032

Grad-Non-Student-ProctorCUPE

Non-students who hold a graduate degree and who are hired to fill a CUPE
Proctor position.

35033

Grad-Non-Student-Tutor-C
UPE

Non-students who hold a graduate degree and who are hired to fill a CUPE
Tutor position.

35034

Grad-Non-Student-Res.Asst
-CUPE

Non-students who hold a graduate degree and who are hired to fill a CUPE
Research Assistant position, paid from operating funds.

3C

Work Study Students

Students hired through the Financial Aid and Awards Work-Study Program
on a term basis.

36500

Work Study-Term

Students hired through the Financial Aid and Awards Work-Study Program
on at term basis.

3D

Bursary CUPE

Graduate students who receive a bursary from monies awarded to a
professor or a group of professors by an external agency and who are
assigned a duty, assignment or activity as a condition of receiving the
bursary (as defined in the Letter of Agreement between the University of
Ottawa, CUPE 2626 and CUPE 2626-1).

37012

Term S.F.Res.Bursary Mast
Can.

Canadian masters students who receive a bursary from monies awarded to a
professor or a group of professors by an external agency and who are
assigned a duty, assignment or activity as a condition of receiving the
bursary (as defined in the Letter of Agreement between the University of
Ottawa, CUPE 2626 and CUPE 2626-1).

37013

Term S.F.Res.Bursary Mast
Visa

Non-resident masters students who receive a bursary from monies awarded
to a professor or a group of professors by an external agency and who are
assigned a duty, assignment or activity as a condition of receiving the
bursary (as defined in the Letter of Agreement between the University of
Ottawa, CUPE 2626 and CUPE 2626-1).
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37022

Term S.F.Res.Bursary Doc
Can.

Canadian doctoral students who receive a bursary from monies awarded to
a professor or a group of professors by an external agency and who are
assigned a duty, assignment or activity as a condition of receiving the
bursary (as defined in the Letter of Agreement between the University of
Ottawa, CUPE 2626 and CUPE 2626-1).

37023

Term S.F.Res.Bursary Doc
Visa

Non-resident doctoral students who receive a bursary from monies
awarded to a professor or a group of professors by an external agency and
who are assigned a duty, assignment or activity as a condition of receiving
the bursary (as defined in the Letter of Agreement between the University
of Ottawa, CUPE 2626 and CUPE 2626-1).

4A

Retired Acad

Retired members of the academic staff.

37111

Retired Academic Staff

Members of the academic staff who take on a regular retirement.

37112

Early Retired Academic
Staff

Members of the academic staff who take on an early retirement.

4B

Retired Support

Retired members of the support staff.

37211

Retired Support Staff

Members of the support staff who take on a regular retirement.

37212

Early Retired Support Staff

Members of the support staff who take on an early retirement.

4E

LTD Acad

Members of the academic staff who have been on Long Term Disability for
over two years and who meet the “any occupation” definition. This category
can only be assigned by Human Resources.

37110

LTD Academic Staff

Members of the academic staff who have been on Long Term Disability for
over two years and who meet the “any occupation” definition. This category
can only be assigned by Human Resources.

4F

LTD Support

Members of the support staff who have been on Long Term Disability for
over two years and who meet the “any occupation” definition. This category
can only be assigned by Human Resources.

37210

LTD Support Staff

Members of the support staff who have been on Long Term Disability for
over two years and who meet the “any occupation” definition. This category
can only be assigned by Human Resources.

5A

Casual Employees

Employees hired on a casual basis, i.e. who are awarded a one-time payment
or who are paid on a hourly basis, through positive time reporting.

41010

Casual General Academic

Employees hired on a casual basis to perform general academic duties.

41012

1Time Pay-Lecturer
APTPUO

Lecturers hired to teach a single lesson and who are covered by the
APTPUO collective agreement.

41013

1Time Pay-Lecturer
Non-APTPUO

Lecturers hired to teach a single lesson and who are not covered by the
APTPUO collective agreement.
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41015

Casual Gen. Academic
Student

Students hired on a casual basis to perform general academic duties.

41016

1Time Pay APTPUO
Student

Students hired to teach a single lesson and who are covered by the APTPUO
collective agreement.

41017

1Time Pay- Non-APTPUO
Student

Students hired to teach a single lesson and who are not covered by the
APTPUO collective agreement.

44011

Casual General Support

Employees hired on a casual basis to perform general support duties.

44013

Casual Gen. Support
Student

Students hired on a casual basis to perform general support duties.

44015

CUPE Lifeguards

Members of the CUPE Lifeguards union.

46500

Work Study-Time Sheet

Students hired through the Financial Aid and Awards Work-Study Program
on a casual basis (paid hourly).

5B

Professional Fees

Fee paid to an unincorporated vendor for work performed for the
University (Employee vs contractor questionnaire needs to be completed).

41011

Professional Fees Academic

Fee paid to an unincorporated vendor for academic work performed for the
University (Employee vs contractor questionnaire needs to be completed).

44010

Professional Fees Support

Fee paid to an unincorporated vendor for administrative work performed
for the University (Employee vs contractor questionnaire needs to be
completed).

5C

Bursary Non Finance

Bursary paid to students by a faculty.

37010

Term Scholarship Can

Bursary paid to Canadian students by a faculty.

37011

Term Scholarship Visa

Bursary paid to non-resident students by a faculty.

5D

Non Resident

Placeholder for possible future use - not applicable for now.

No Pclass associated
5E

Non Paid Person

Groups of persons who are not receiving a salary from the University but
are set up as employees for administrative and/or reporting purposes.

31150

Non-Paid Visiting Teaching

a. The appointee is a recognized scholar or artist whose presence will
enhance the breadth or quality of the University's teaching activities;b. The
appointee holds a continuing appointment, or has established a career,
outside the University of Ottawa, or has retired.c. The appointee is not paid.

31160

Non-Paid Visiting Research

a. The appointee is a recognized scholar or artist whose presence will
enhance the breadth or quality of the University's research activities;b. The
appointee holds a continuing appointment, or has established a career,
outside the University of Ottawa, or has retired.c. The appointee is not paid.
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31180

Adjunct Professor

A scholar, an artist or a professional may be appointed as an adjunct
professor in an academic unit for the purpose of performing a specific and
valuable academic function - such as supervising internships, research or
theses, or conducting seminars, workshops or special classes - which is not
in the circumstances performed by members of the academic staff.

31502

University Chair

University Research Chairs, established to recognize outstanding
accomplishments in research by University of Ottawa professors who
maintain a solid teaching record, and to provide financial support for
research programs of the awardees.

37114

Retired Special Agreement
Acad

Retired academic staff members with whom a special agreement has been
negotiated with the University.

37214

Retired Special Agree.
Support

Retired support staff members with whom a special agreement has been
negotiated with the University.

37320

Board Member

Members of the University's Board of Governors.

NP001

Non-Paid

People who are not paid by the University.

NPDEF

Deferred

Former University of Ottawa employee who has left their pension plan with
the University.

NPPEN

Pensioner

Non-employee receiving a pension benefit from the University (e.g. spouse
of a deceased employee; former employee receiving pension benefits from
their deferred pension plan).

NPINS

Non-Paid Insured

A former employee who still holds life insurance with the University.

5F

Pay Master

People who are not University employees and with whom we have a
paymaster agreement, i.e. the University administers pay and benefits.

37500

Paymaster

People who are not University employees and with whom we have a
paymaster agreement, i.e. the University administers pay and benefits.

5G

Other

Miscellaneous groups.

34161

Term
Exec.InResid.NonUnion182
0

The function of an Executive in Residence varies based on the individual,
from teaching, and alumni relations to program management and speaking
engagements. Executives in Residence provide students with access to
valuable insight into current affairs and expose them to their real life
business experiences in various fields of business.
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Positions
In Banner, all employees must be associated with a position in order to be paid. Two types of positions exist
in Banner, namely single positions for regular positions (i.e. a specific employee is associated with a position), and pooled positions for term and casual positions (i.e. several employees are associated with a position).

Single Positions
A single position is defined as a budget entity assigned to a department or service. A few changes have been
made to the numbering system for single positions. Regular employees hold single positions. The numbers
for regular, academic-type positions (professors, counsellors and librarians) start with a “2,” while those
for support positions start with a “1.” The following image shows one of the FastHR reports used to extract
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position lists. The list shown below only includes single positions. As indicated, each employee is associated with a single employee.

Pooled Positions
Pooled positions exist to allow term and casual employees to be paid.
Pooled positions are created by faculty and position class and have no budget entity or FTE. For example,
professors in the Faculty of Arts belonging to position class “31400 Lecturer APTPUO” are all associated
with the same pooled position number, namely AT1002. Pooled position numbers are created by the Position Control Sector. The table below illustrates the system used to create new pooled positions.
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Position number
assigned

Position class group

Definition

AC1XXX

Academic Casual Salary

Academic Casual Salary (APTPUO)

AC2XXX

Academic Casual Salary

Academic Casual Salary (NON-APTPUO)

APXXXX

Acting Pay

Acting Pay

AS2XXX

Academic Casual Salary Student

Academic Casual Salary Student (NON-APTPUO)

AT1XXX

Academic Term Salary

Academic Term Salary (APTPUO)

AT2XXX

Academic Term Salary

Academic Term Salary (NON-APTPUO)

AT3XXX

Academic Term Salary

Student Salary (APTPUO)

BEN001

Other Benefit Term Salary

Other Benefit Salary

CFXXXX

Chaire de la francophonie

Chaire de la francophonie

DEFE01

Deferred

Deferred

ICANXX

Interchange Canada

Interchange Canada

NPXXXX

Non Paid

Non Paid

OTHR01

Other Retired

Other Retired

PDUP01

Paid Up

Paid Up

PEARXX

Early Retired

Early Retired

PMXXXX

Paymaster

Paymaster

PREGXX

Retirees (Regular Pension)

Retirees (Regular Pension)

RCXXXX

Research Chair

Research Chair

RSPCXX

Retired Special Agreement

Retired Special Agreement

SCXXXX

Support Casual Salary

Support Casual Salary

SS1XXX

Support Term Salary

Support Term Salary SSUO

SS2XXX

Support Term Salary

Support Term Salary Non Union

SS3XXX

Support Term Salary

Support Term Salary PIPS

SS4XXX

Support Term Salary

Support Term Salary Power Plant (772A)
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Position number
assigned

Position class group

Definition

SS5XXX

Support Term Salary

Support Term Salary Trades (772B)

ST1XXX

Student’s Salary

Student’s Salary (CUPE)

ST2XXX

Student’s Salary

Student’s Salary (N-U)

TERXXX

Termination Pay

Termination Pay

URCXXX

University Research Chair

University Research Chair

WSXXXX

Work Study

Work Study

C + the first 5
characters of the
position number

Capital projects

The first character of the position number must be a “C,”
followed by a logical sequence as indicated in the columns
above, e.g. SS1XXX becomes CSS1XXX, SS3XXX becomes
CSS3XX, STXXXX becomes CSTXXX.

The image below shows an example of a FastHR report that is able to extract a list of positions. The positions within boxes are examples of pooled positions, i.e. where several employees are associated with the
same position number.
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You must know the list of pooled position numbers belonging to your faculty or service because you must
enter these numbers in most payroll management forms. This list is posted on the Human Resources
Service website. The following images show how to access this.
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List of pooled postitions
Here is the procedure to obtain the list of pooled positions for your faculty or service.
1)
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Open your browser, go to the Human Resources Service home page and click on “Forms” in the
menu on the left.

LIST OF POOLED POSTITIONS

2)

Click on “For administrators and managers”.

3)

Click on “Pooled position numbers” in the DOCUMENTATION, QUICK ACCESS section, as illustrated below.
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4)

Find the “org” corresponding to your faculty or service among the tabs below.

Creating Pooled Positions
If a faculty or service has to hire an employee for which no pooled position exists, a request to create a
pooled position must be submitted.
If Human Resources has to create a new position class (PCLASS), new pooled position numbers have to
be created for each faculty or service that will use this new position class.
If the University creates a new faculty or service, new pooled positions have to be created so the term and
casual employees working there can be paid.
To request that a pooled position be created, the administrative officer in your faculty or service must
complete the form PP-Pooled Position Creation Form. The form number must be assigned by the faculty
or service and must contain the first two numbers of the organizational unit after the PP (e.g. Telfer School
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of Management PP-11-1, PP-11-2, PP-11-3). The form must be sent via email or intra mail to the position
control supervisor in the Financial Planning Service. The PP form must be sent as soon as possible to accelerate the payroll process, since, in order to be paid, each employee must be associated with a position.
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Here is the process to access the Pooled Position Creation Form:
1)

Open your browser, go to the Human Resources home page, and click on “Forms” in the menu on
the left.

2)

Click on “For administrators and managers”.
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3)

Click on “Pooled Position Creation Form” in the menu on the left.
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4)
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Click on Pooled Position Creation Form - PDF.

CREATING POOLED POSITIONS

5)

Complete the form and send it by email, fax or intra mail. The image below shows the pooled position creation form.
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Suffixes
The introduction of Banner brought with it an entirely new concept, that of the suffix. In Banner, suffixes
make it possible to distinguish between the various jobs that an employee may hold under the same position number. For example, term professors who are APTPUO members and teaching more than one
course in the same faculty may have more than one job, with all these jobs being associated with the same
position number. To distinguish between the various jobs held by an employee who is associated with the
same position number more than once, suffixes are used. A suffix is a two-character alphanumeric field
indicating a sequential order. By default, Banner assigns a suffix of 00.
For example, an employee associated with the position AT1002 as their first job will have the suffix 00. If
the employee is associated with the same position number again, the suffix for the second job will be 01.
Jane Dorset holds the position AT1002 as her primary job, so the suffix for that job is 00. She holds the
position AT1002 as her second job (overload job), so the suffix for that job is 01. Jane Dorset holds the position AC1003 as her third job (overload job), so the suffix for that job is 00.
When are suffixes used? An example would be on the EPAF form. The following illustration shows the
point at which an employee is associated with a job on the EPAF form. The suffix for the position must
also be indicated, and this becomes particularly important when the employee already holds a job associated with the same position number as the additional job being created, as illustrated below.

Suffixes are also found in FastHR, where they serve to identify the various jobs an employee holds, as illustrated below.
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The job
It is at this level that an employee is associated with a position.

In Banner, when people are hired, their employee status must first be determined. For example, it is necessary to determine their employee class, leave and social benefit category, home org, distribution org, and,
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finally, seniority dates. This information is entered into the PEAMPL form in Banner. The following image
shows an example of the PEAEMPL form.
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The information entered at the position level will automatically be entered into the employee’s job. For
example, the salary scale, FOAP and title entered at the position level will automatically appear in the
employee’s job file. The following image is an example of the NBAPOSN form in which data related to the
position held by an employee is entered.
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The next step consists of identifying on the NBAJOBS form the job(s) that employees hold; this form is
used to associate employees and their job(s). The data entered at the position level will automatically
appear in the NBAJOBS form as soon as a position number is associated with an employee.
Here is an example of the NBAJOBS form.
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Labour Distribution
Labour distribution indicates the source of funds used to pay salaries.
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Labour distribution may include several units. The structure of the FOAP of the financial system is used
to determine labour distribution. The following image shows the JOB LABOUR DISTRIBUTION tab on
the NBAJOBS form that indicates the FOAP(s) to which an employee’s salary expense is posted.
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Labour distribution, displayed by default under the JOB LABOUR DISTRIBUTION tab, is determined
based on the information entered at the position level. It is, however, possible to modify the FOAP that
appears by default. All payroll management forms require the FOAP to be entered for salary payment
purposes. Some forms, such as PHATIME in Banner, allow the FOAP value identified at the job level to be
overridden. In other words, as soon as the amount of time worked is entered into the PHATIME form, it
is possible to indicate one or more FOAPs to which the salary expense will be posted, even if a different
FOAP was entered at the job level.
The following illustration gives a concrete example of the pyramid structure of Banner.

Terminology
This part of the guide discusses the terminology used in Banner, the EPAF form and the FastHR Web
application.
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Employee Type
Four employee types exist:
1)

Regular: employees with no set termination date; these employees are associated with a single position.

2)

Regular-like: employees with a contract end date who are entitled to the same benefits as regular
employees; these employees are associated with a pooled position.

3)

Term: employees with a contract end date; these employees are associated with a pooled position.

4)

Casual: employees paid by the hour; these employees are associated with a pooled position.

Although most employees receive compensation, some employee classes exist that do not receive compensation. These employee classes were created so that the associated employee groups could be included in
certain reports and that some of these employees would be able to approve time worked or leave. These
employees are primarily clinicians in the Faculty of Medicine, although a few other such employees also
exist. These people have employee numbers despite the fact that they do not, strictly speaking, meet the
definition of employee.

Organization
To draw a parallel with the current systems (FastHR, Banner, Epaf), the term ORG (organization) corresponds to the department number.
“Orgs” are found in several Banner forms as well as the Banner accounting key, more specifically in the
FOAP. The former payroll system referred to JOB DEPARTMENT, MAILSTOP and HOME DEPARTMENT. Banner instead refers to TIMESHEET ORG, HOME DEPARTMENT ORG, CHECK DISTRIBUTION ORG and FOAP.
Timesheet Org: The department that is attached to a job. This is also the ORG used to create security in
FastHR. An employee may have several “Timesheet Orgs,” indeed, as many “Timesheet Orgs” as jobs.
“Timesheet Org” corresponds to the former “job department number.” The “Timesheet Org” is the org
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associated with an employee’s timesheet. The NBAJOBS form, under the PAYROLL DEFAULT tab,
contains the TIMESHEET ORG that is entered from the EPAF form, as seen here.
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Home Department Org: The department to which an employee’s first job belongs. An employee has only
one “Home Department Org.”
Check Distribution Org: The department where an employee’s correspondence is sent. An employee has
only one “Check Distribution Org.” This term corresponds to “mailstop” in the former system.
The Home Department and Check Distribution orgs that you enter into the various payroll forms appear
in the Banner PEAEMPL form, as seen below.
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The illustration below shows where the three “orgs”must be entered on the EPAF form.

FOAP (fund + org + account + program) org: This is the accounting key associated with each expense
(supply purchases, salary, etc.) in Banner. When a position is created in Banner, a FOAP is associated with
the position. Then, when a person is associated with this position in Banner, the FOAP determined at the
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position level appears by default. However, the FOAP may be changed at the job level. The following illustration shows where to enter the FOAP “org” in the Banner form.

All the “orgs” found in Banner use the same table. Since Banner is an integrated payroll, human resources
and finance system, the same table is used for all three systems. To obtain the list of the “orgs” that have
been created and their definitions, the tree structure in the transition tool found at this address
https://web30.uottawa.ca/services/finance/default_en.aspx may be used. The FTVORGN form contains
the table of all the “orgs” in Banner.
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Service dates
Certain dates in Banner are very important because they determine eligibility to apply on internal University positions, eligibility for benefits, or the number of weeks worked that are to be indicated on records of
employment. These dates are updated by Human Resources and are available in the various reports you
may generate (see the course entitled “Rapports RH et interprétation des données”). The service dates
explained below are found in the Banner PEAEMPL form. Here is an illustration of the PEAEMPL form
in which employees’ service dates are entered.
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When term employees are newly hired at the University, the same date is entered for all their service dates
except for their last work date. As these employees’ status changes with the different contracts they obtain
at the University, their service dates are updated by the Staffing Sector. In the case of a term employee hired
on January 1, 2009, all the employee’s service dates will initially indicate 01-JAN-2009. If this employee
later obtains a contract in a different faculty or service, the appropriate service date will be the one that
applies to this “other” faculty or “other” service.
Every service date meets a very specific need. The rules concerning each service date entered in Banner are
found below. It should be noted that the HRS Staffing Sector is responsible for updating the service dates
of University employees.

Current Hire Date
This is the date that indicates continuous service at the University, i.e. the length of employment at the
University (including contracts leading to a regular position) without breaks of more 13 consecutive
weeks, as set out in Ontario’s Employment Standards Act. Leave without pay is not treated as a break in
employment.

1)

This date is used to calculate the notice period and severance pay when an employee leaves.

2)

This date is used to determine eligibility for the University of Ottawa’s pension plan.
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3)

This date is used to determine whether an employee is entitled to apply on internal competitions.

Employee Type

Regular

Term

Usage

Non-union

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment (including
contracts leading to regular
status), not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment, not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.

Eligible to reduced benefits
under a two-year contract or
after (2) years of continuous
service.

Leave without pay is not
treated as a break in
employment.

If a term employee obtains
another position, whether
it’s the same as the previous
contract or not, his/her
continuous service is
recognized.

The Pension sector uses that
date to determine the
eligibility of the employee to
participate in the pension
plan.
Severance pay is calculated
based on full-time
continuous service at the
University.
This date will be used to
determine whether a
contractual employee
becomes unionized.
This date is used to
determine if a contractual
employee will be considered
as an internal candidate for a
non-unionized positions.
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Employee Type

Regular

Term

Usage

SSUO

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment (including
contracts leading to regular
status), not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment, not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.

Eligible to reduced benefits
under a two-year contract or
after (2) years of continuous
service.

Leave without pay is not
treated as a break in
employment.

If a term employee obtains
another position, whether
it’s the same as the previous
contract or not, his/her
continuous service is
recognized.

For seasonal employees, the
4 months off in the summer
is not considered a break in
employment. These
employees receive E.I.
during this period.

The Pension sector uses that
date to determine the
eligibility of the employee to
participate in the pension
plan.
Severance pay is calculated
based on full-time
continuous service at the
University.

A-non SSUO University of
Ottawa employee who is
hired as a regular SSUO
employee will see his/her
continuous service at the
University recognized.
PIPSC

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment (including
contracts leading to regular
status), not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.
Leave without pay is not
treated as a break in
employment.

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment, not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.
If a term employee obtains
another position, whether
it’s the same as the previous
contract or not, his/her
continuous service is
recognized.

Eligible to reduced benefits
under a two-year contract or
after (2) years of continuous
service.
The Pension sector uses that
date to determine the
eligibility of the employee to
participate in the pension
plan.
Severance pay is calculated
based on full-time
continuous service at the
University.
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Employee Type

Regular

Term

Usage

772 A & B

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment (including
contracts leading to regular
status), not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment, not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.

Eligible to reduced benefits
under a two-year contract or
after (2) years of continuous
service.

Non applicable

The Pension sector uses that
date to determine the
eligibility of the employee to
participate in the pension
plan.

Severance pay is calculated
based on full-time
continuous service at the
University.

Leave without pay is not
treated as a break in
employment.
APUO

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment (including
contracts leading to regular
status), not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.
Leave without pay is not
treated as a break in
employment.

APTPUO

Non applicable

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment, not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.

The Pension sector uses that
date to determine the
eligibility of the employee to
participate in the pension
plan.

CUPE 2626

Non applicable

Continuous employment
date, i.e. the date indicating
an employee’s length of
employment, not broken by
unemployed periods of 13
weeks or more.

Non applicable

CUPE Lifeguards

Non applicable

Non applicable

Non applicable
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Adjusted Service Date
The Adjusted Service Dates is used to determine many types of access (UO pension plan, leave management system, internal postings, benefits, etc.) These access depend directly on the employee type, please
refer to the following table to understand the use of the date.

Employee Type

Regular

Term

Use

Non-union

The start date in a regular
position, adjusted for all
unpaid leaves of absence of
more than three (3) months.
A regular support staff
member who returns to the
University less than thirteen
(13) weeks after having left
it will be entitled to keep
his/her adjusted service
date.
A term employee who is
hired as a regular employee
will see his/her continuous
service at the University
recognized.

A regular support staff
member who returns to the
University less than thirteen
(13) weeks after having left
it will be entitled to keep
his/her adjusted service
date.
The start date in a term
position with a minimum of
fifteen (15) hours per week.
A term employee who
returns to the University less
than thirteen (13) weeks
after having left it will be
entitled to keep his/her
adjusted service date.

The Fast leave management
system uses this date to
determine the accumulation
of annual leave.
The pension system uses
this date to calculate the
retirement allowance.
Financial Planning uses this
date to calculate PTR
increase for employees who
have less than one year of
service and are no longer on
probation.
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Employee Type

Regular

Term

Use

SSUO

According to the collective
agreement, it correponds to
the start date in a regular
SSUO position.
A regular SSUO employee
who returns to the
University less than 13
weeks after having left it will
be entitled to keep his /her
adjusted service date.
A non-SSUO University of
Ottawa employee who is
hired as a regular SSUO
employee will see his/her
continuous service at the
University recognized.

According to the collective
agreement, it corresponds to
the start date in a term
SSUO position.
A non-SSUO University of
Ottawa employee who his
hired as a term SSUO
employee will see his/her
continuous service at the
University recognized.

Employees hired after the
ratification, will have the
same Current Hire Date and
Adjusted Service date.
The Fast leave management
system uses this date to
determine the accumulation
of annual leave.
The pension system uses
this date to calculate the
retirement allowance.
Financial Planning uses that
date to determine which
employees have accrued six
months of continuous
service and are eligible for
step increases.

PIPS

According to the collective
agreement, it correponds to
the start date in a regular
PIPS position.
A regular PIPS employee
who returns to the
University less than 13
weeks after having left it will
be entitled to keep his /her
adjusted service date.
A non-PIPS University of
Ottawa employee who is
hired as a regular PIPS
employee will see his/her
continuous service at the
University recognized.

According to the collective
agreement, it corresponds to
the start date in a term PIPS
position.
A non-PIPS University of
Ottawa employee who his
hired as a term PIPS
employee will see his/her
continuous service at the
University recognized.

Employees hired after the
ratification, will have the
same Current Hire Date and
Adjusted Service date.
The Fast leave management
system uses this date to
determine the accumulation
of annual leave.
The pension system uses
this date to calculate the
retirement allowance.
Financial Planning uses this
date to calculate PTR
increase for employees who
have less than one year of
service and are no longer on
probation

772 A &B

According to the collective
agreement it is the
continuous service date
(equivalent to Banner
Current Hire Date), adjusted
for all unpaid leaves of
absence.

According to the collective
agreement it is the
continuous service date
(equivalent to Banner
Current Hire Date), adjusted
for all unpaid leaves of
absence.

The Fast leave management
system uses this date to
determine the accumulation
of annual leave.
This date is used for the
calculation of additional
premiums during salary
increases.

APUO

The start date in a regular
position (eligible for tenure).

N/A

This date is used for the
calculation of PTR
increases.

APTPUO

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Employee Type

Regular

Term

Use

CUPE 2626

N/A

N/A

N/A

CUPE Lifeguards

N/A

N/A

N/A

Original Hire Date
This is an employee’s initial start date at the University (including term and casual jobs). This date is never
modified, even when an employee leaves the University and returns after a break in employment. This date
is left intact to indicate to us that a new hire has previously worked for the University.

Employee Type
Non-union

Regular

Term

Casual

The date an employee was FIRST
hired at the University in any
capacity (including term or
casual service).

The date an employee was
FIRST hired at the University in
any capacity (including term or
casual service).

The date an employee was
FIRST hired at the University
in any capacity (including term
or casual service). Including
break of employment.

This date never changes once an
employee has been hired.

This date never changes once an
employee has been hired.

This date never changes once
an employee has been hired.
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Employee Type
SSUO

PIPSC

772 A & B

Regular

Term

Casual

The date an employee was FIRST
hired at the University in any
capacity (including term or
casual service).

The date an employee was
FIRST hired at the University in
any capacity (including term or
casual service).

The date an employee was
FIRST hired at the University
in any capacity (including term
or casual service).

This date never changes once an
employee has been hired.

This date never changes once an
employee has been hired.

This date never changes once
an employee has been hired.

The date an employee was FIRST
hired at the University in any
capacity (including term or
casual service).

The date an employee was
FIRST hired at the University in
any capacity (including term or
casual service).

The date an employee was
FIRST hired at the University
in any capacity (including term
or casual service).

This date never changes once an
employee has been hired.

This date never changes once an
employee has been hired.

This date never changes once
an employee has been hired.

The date an employee was FIRST
hired at the University in any
capacity (including term or
casual service).

Non applicable

Non applicable

Non applicable

Non applicable

The date an employee was
FIRST hired at the University in
any capacity (including term or
casual service).

Non applicable

This date never changes once an
employee has been hired.
APUO

The date an employee was FIRST
hired at the University in any
capacity (including term or
casual service).
This date never changes once an
employee has been hired.

APTPUO

Non applicable

This date never changes once an
employee has been hired.
CUPE

Non applicable

The date an employee was
FIRST hired at the University in
any capacity (including term or
casual service).
This date never changes once an
employee has been hired.
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Employee Type
CUPE
Lifeguards

Regular
Non applicable

Term
Non applicable

Casual
The date an employee was
FIRSThired at the University
in any capacity (including term
or casual service). Including
break of employment.
This date never changes once
an employee has been hired.

Union Affiliation Date
The Union Affiliation Date is entered in the Seniority Date of the PEABARG form of Banner. The usage
and definition of this date are directly related to the Union ID.

Employee
Type
Non-unio
n

Regular
Non applicable

Term
Non applicable

Casual

Usage

Non
applicable

Non applicable
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Employee
Type
SSUO

Regular
Definition according to the
Collective Agreement, the Union
Affiliation Date.

Definition according to the
Collective Agreement, the
Union Affiliation Date.

Corresponds to continues service
date for employees who belonged
to the Bargaining Unit at the time
of ratification of the initial
agreement.

The union affiliation date for
employees who belonged to
the Bargaining Unit at the
time of ratification of the
initial agreementcorresponds
to the 1stday following the
anniversary date of twelve
(12) months of continuous
employment

Corresponds to the 1st day of
employment in the bargaining
unit, with continuous service for
employees hired after the
ratification date of the initial
agreement.
An employee on probation when
first hired will not be placed on
the seniority list before
successfully completing the
probationary period. At that
time, the employee's union
affiliation date will be the one
recognized at the time of hiring.
Seniority is not accumulated
while the employee is on LTD.
Seniority is not accumulated
while the employee is on any
unpaid University approved leave
(up to a maximum of twelve
months).
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Term

The union affiliation date for
employees hired after the
ratification date of the initial
agreement corresponds to the
1st day of employment in the
bargaining unit, with
continuous service.
An employee on probation
when first hired will not be
placed on the seniority list
before successfully
completing the probationary
period. At that time, the
employee's union affiliation
date will be the one
recognized at the time of
hiring.

Casual
Non
applicable

Usage
In the case of a
nomination, a
temporary assignment,
a promotion, a
mutation or a
demotion, the seniority
is one of the factors
that will determine
who is offered the
position.
It is also used in case of
a layoff or when the
University is required
to eliminate a position.
Also, if conflict arises
among staff within a
unit regarding the
annual leave schedule
and employees cannot
come to an agreement
on who should have
priority, Bargaining
Unit seniority will be
used as a last resort to
determine priority.

UNION AFFILIATION DATE

Employee
Type
PIPSC

Regular

Term

Definition according to the
Collective Agreement, the Union
Affiliation Date.

Definition according to the
Collective Agreement, the
Union Affiliation Date.

The seniority of an employee
hired after the ratification of the
first collective agreement or who
joins the bargaining unit after
that ratification corresponds to
his 1st day on the job in a
function covered by the
bargaining unit.

The seniority of an employee
in a position that is covered
by the bargaining unit at the
time the first collective
agreement was ratified
corresponds to his last date of
continuous service at the
University.

Correspond à la date à du
premier jour de travail à titre de
membre de l’unité syndicale si
l’employé a commencé à travaillé
après la ratification de la
première convention collective.

The seniority of an employee
hired after the ratification of
the first collective agreement
or who joins the bargaining
unit after that ratification
corresponds to his 1st day on
the job in a function covered
by the bargaining unit. Up to
12 months of pre-PIPS work
will be recognized.

The seniority of a regular
employee is recognized and may
be exercised after his probation
period has been completed.
Seniority is not accumulated
while the employee is on LTD.
Seniority is not accumulated
while the employee is on any
unpaid University approved leave
(up to a maximum of twelve
months).

Casual
Non
applicable

Usage
In the case of a
nomination, a
temporary assignment,
a promotion, a
mutation or a
demotion, the seniority
is one of the factors
that will determine
who is offered the
position.
It is also used in case of
a layoff or when the
University is required
to eliminate a position.
This date is also used
for recall lists of regular
or term employees that
were laid off.
Also, if a given week of
annual leave cannot be
granted to the
employees who
requested it, and if the
concerned employees
and the supervisor
cannot readily agree on
an acceptable
compromise, the
priority for approval is
based on seniority.
This date will also be
used to distribute
overtime.
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Employee
Type
772 A & B

Regular
Selon la convention collective,
fait référence à la date de service
continu à titre de membre de
l’unité syndicale.

Term
Non applicable

Casual
Non
applicable

Usage
In the case of a lay-off,
seniority in a given job
classification shall be
the determining factor.
Should a conflict arise
when choosing their
annual leave, the
Employer shall
consider: a) the
requirements of the
position; b) the wishes
of the employee and c)
the employee’s
seniority in the
division concerned.
If the request cannot be
accommodated,
seniority will be the
determining factor for:
changes in normal
working hours and
distribution of
overtime

APUO

Corresponds to the 1st day of
employment in the bargaining
unit, with continuous service.

Corresponds to the 1st day of
employment in the
bargaining unit, with
continuous service.

Non
applicable

Non applicable

APTPUO

Non applicable

Corresponds to the 1st day of
employment in the
bargaining unit, with
continuous service.They are
members of the APTPUO
while they are teaching as a
part-time professor and for
two years after the end of
their last contract.

Non
applicable

Non applicable

CUPE

Non applicable

Corresponds to the 1st day of
employment in the
bargaining unit, with
continuous service.

Non
applicable

Non applicable
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Employee
Type
CUPE
Lifeguards

Regular
Non applicable

Term
Non applicable

Casual

Usage

Corresponds
to the 1st day
of
employment
in the
bargaining
unit.

Seniority is the sole
determining factor in
determining preference
or priority for shift
preference.

Processes
The next section discusses all the processes to be followed in the various operations around employee
payroll.
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Compensation forms
Compensation forms are found in the “forms for administrators and managers” section in the menu on
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the Human Resources Service web page.
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Several forms now exist in PDF; these may be completed electronically and then printed. Each is assigned
a unique barcode number.
It is important to print the forms on 8 ½ x 14 paper.
All the forms must be signed by authorized persons before being sent to the Human Resources Service
(HRS). You must provide the HRS with the required number of copies of a form as well as the original
bearing the original signatures.
Forms must always be sent to the information officers (Human Resources Service reception), who will
stamp them with the date received, scan the barcode number to enable the follow-up of forms and then
send them to the appropriate sector for follow-up. It is important to never send them directly to your
payroll officer (even if you are at the last minute), because this may cause problems retracing the forms or
duplicates, and the forms will not be submitted to the other sectors that need them (e.g. the Staffing Sector
needs a copy if a SPAF for a contract renewal is involved, so that a new contract can be prepared for the
employee). As much as possible, avoid sending photocopies, because these may cause errors related to
double entry of data. If you must send a photocopy (e.g. because the original was lost), indicate DUPLICATE on the photocopy.
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Person Search
You must enter the biographic information on the PDF forms that you fill. If you do not know the
employee number of the person, you can find it using the “Person Search” electronic form. This form is
accessible via “My HR Profile”. You must request access to it in order to use it.
1)

You must fill the section “Person Search” section of the Request for access to systems form to access
the electronic form.

2)

Once you have access to the electronic form, you can find the employee number using the name or
social insurance number of the person.
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3)

The system will post a list of employees matching the search criteria that you have entered on the
form.

4)

You can find the user guide in the Section Fusion/Pre Documentation of the Human Resources web
site.

Work or study permits
Compensation forms and hiring contracts should never bear a contract end date that falls later than the
expiry date of the employee's work or study permit. Indeed, it is illegal to offer a contract longer than the
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duration of an employee’s work or study permit. If the permit in question is extended, a new contract may
be issued up to the new permit expiry date.

The person responsible for hiring in faculties and services must ensure that the employees being hired have
a valid work or study permit at hire, and a copy of this permit must be sent to the Human Resources
Service.
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Last Minute Changes
Any last-minute changes affecting the pay of an employee who is leaving the University or taking leave
without pay must be sent using the Pay Correction electronic form as soon as possible.

All corrections requests for pay cancellations are treated as top priority by the Payroll Service.
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You must select the “Correction Type” : Pay cancellation.
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Retroactive salary accounts changes
Retroactive changes to salary accounts are not performed through journal entries. You must complete the
electronic form Labour Redistribution to correct the FOAPs of past pay period payments.

The changes requested on the form are then transferred to the general ledger when the next pay is issued.
Vous devez demander accès à ce formulaire en remplissant le formulaire de demande d’accès au système
que vous trouverez au lien suivant: http://www.rh.uottawa.ca/fichiers/intra/formulaires/fusion/confidential.pdf.
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You must check the option “Provide Access to Labour Redistribution” in the FAST_HR Data Access
section.

You must have taken training to request access to the system.
How can it be determined that an employee was not paid from the right salary account? The pay validation
report shows the FOAP that was debited to pay an employee. The following image gives an example of the
pay validation report; the salary accounts are found in the red box.
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Below is an image of the Labour Redistribution form.
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EPAF form and compiling time
All employees are paid through PDF forms. However, the P3C and P3D electronic forms must be used to
pay casual employees, students in the work-study program or employees working less 15 hours per week.
This process is explained in the training delivered on these two forms.

Approval of paper forms
Paper forms (including those completed electronically in PDF and then printed) must all be signed by two
persons authorized to do so.
If they are not signed by authorized persons, they will be returned to the faculty or service that submitted
them, and this may delay their processing.
Once the forms are received by the Human Resources Service and the signatures verified, they are stamped
by the information officers, scanned, and then distributed to the appropriate sectors for follow-up.
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APPROVAL OF ELECTRONIC FORMS

Approval of electronic forms
Electronic forms (EPAF) must also be approved at two levels. Approval is issued electronically; approvers
receive an email indicating they have a form to approve.
Once a form has been approved, processes are instigated to transfer the content of the form to Banner.
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Pay validation report
The pay validation reports may be extracted in PDF or Excel format. To access them, you must complete
the Request for access to HR/Pay System found in the forms section of the Human Resources Service
website, as illustrated below.
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1)

An email is sent to the pay auditors advising them that a new payroll report may be extracted.
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2)

You must start a session in the Fast Portal.

3)

Click on Webfocus.
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Here is the list of reports to which you will have access.

The pay validation report gives the gross amounts paid to an employee for each FOAP, position and
earning code.
1)

The gross amount is the salary amount before deductions.

2)

The earning code identifies the type of earnings corresponding to an amount paid. For example, the
earnings of an employee who is a regular member of APUO bear the earning code 102 – Regular Pay
– APUO.

3)

The Pay Validation Report Users’ Guide in the Fusion Guide section of the Human Resources Service
website contains a list of the earning codes. The illustration below shows the earning codes that may
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be found in a pay validation report. The illustration below shows the earning codes that may be found
in a pay validation report.
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4)

The report compares the amounts of the current and previous pays and displays the difference
between these amounts in the column entitled DIFFERENCE.

5)

The report verifies whether changes in the FOAP, amount or earning code have occurred, and classifies data into four categories depending on whether such changes have occurred or not. Employees
are placed in the categories New Employee, Employee with Change, Employee with no Change and
Terminated Employee. See the Pay Validation Report Users’ Guide for further information on this
subject.
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6)

The following illustration gives an example of the regular pay report in PDF format.

7)

To correct any data in this report, you must fill the Pay Correction electronic form.

8)

For questions about the pay report, contact customer service in the Payroll Sector at extension 5832.

9)

You must sign the report to confirm you have validated it, then file it in a safe place. An auditor could
ask to see your pay reports to ensure you have performed the validation.

Payroll Calendar
You must know the deadlines to submit your forms and those deadline dates are explained in detail on the
payroll calendar. You will find it on the web site of the Financial Services.

Finding the payroll calendar
Please follow the steps to find the payroll calendar.
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1.

Open your browser at the following hyperlink : Web site of the Financial Services

2.

Click on Employees..
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3.

Click on Compensation (Payroll department).

4.

Click on Calendar of pay dates.
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5.

Click on For administrators and managers.
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6.

Sélect the payroll calendar.

STEP RESULT:
Here is an example of a payroll calendar for administrators and managers.
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IMPORTANCE OF INTERNAL CONTROLS

a)

The column title Approval Deadline corresponds to the date by which all electronic forms must have
been approved.

b)

The column title Pay Verification Report Date corresponds to the date at which the report can ben
downloaded from Webfocus HR.

Importance of internal controls
The University’s Internal Audit Office determines whether internal controls are meeting needs and operating as they should. It also confirms that management practices are effective and productive.
The Internal Audit Office worked with the Banner implementationteam to ensure that all the payroll and
human resources managementprocesses met the appropriate internal control standards.Most
payroll-relatedprocesses originate with the faculties and services (e.g. hirings,start or end of leaves, promotions, terminations, etc.). Facultiesor services are thus responsible for informing the Human ResourcesService via the appropriate compensation form.
The Human Resources Service is responsible for ensuring that forms bear the appropriate signatures, so
that unauthorized changes tothe payroll system are not made.
Since data is entered into the payroll system by payroll officers, it is crucial for faculties and services to carefully check that all requested changes are correct in the pay validation report. Noting any changes or errors
on this report and then signing and returning it to the Human Resources Service constitutes a critical step
in the internal control process.
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